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VP Racing Fuels (Unleaded)

High octane unleaded performance fuel for on-track and off-road competition as well 
as time trials.

VP Racing Fuels (Leaded)

Q16 will work well in any drag racing or circle track application - naturally aspirated, 
nitrous or blowers. Q16 is highly oxygenated, requiring a 4-6% increase in fuel flow, 
which will make 3-5% more power than competitive 116 octane fuels.

VP Q16          Motor Octane: 116  

19 Litres per drum
S$ 340.00 S$ 363.80
before GST after GST

VP MS100         
19 Litres per drum 
S$ 240.00  S$ 256.80
before GST after GST

Adblue® (Diesel Exhaust Fluid)

Blue Sky Adblue® (Diesel Exhaust Fluid)        
10 Litres per carboy 
S$ 15.00 S$ 16.05  
before GST after GST

DEF is short for diesel exhaust fluid or commonly known as adblue, is a urea-based 
solution that reduces harmful nitrogen oxide emissions by 90% and even improves 
fuel efficiency by up to 8%. It makes your engines run better and helps you protect the 
environment.

VP MS109        Motor Octane: 101 

19 Litres per drum  
S$ 290.00  S$ 310.30
before GST after GST

Produces more power than any other unleaded fuel. Recommended for higher boost 
applications with CRs up to 11:1 or naturally aspirated engines up to 13:1.
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Bestchem Methanol

A high quality methanol designed to bring out the power in your motor. This product will 
increase RPM, horsepower, and acceleration. It will lower the air intake temperature 
dramatically, much more cooling than an intercooler.

Bestchem Methanol (Pure)         
20 Litres per drum 
S$ 55.00  S$ 58.85
before GST after GST

Bestchem Methanol Premix 50%         
20 Litres per carboy
S$ 45.00  S$ 48.15
before GST after GST
This product is a blend of 50% deionized water and 50% methanol. Deionised water in 
laymen terms means purified process water which has most of the dissolved solids 
removed. At high concentration and injection rates, methanol can act more like a fuel 
than a coolant.

Bestchem Methanol Premix 70%         
20 Litres per carboy
S$ 55.00 S$ 58.85
before GST after GST

This product is a blend of 30% deionized water and 70% methanol. Deionised water in 
laymen terms means purified process water which has most of the dissolved solids 
removed. At high concentration and injection rates, methanol can act more like a fuel 
than a coolant.

Bestchem Methanol Premix 80%         
20 Litres per carboy
S$ 55.00 S$ 58.85
before GST after GST

This product is a blend of 20% deionized water and 80% methanol. Deionised water in 
laymen terms means purified process water which has most of the dissolved solids 
removed. At high concentration and injection rates, methanol can act more like a fuel 
than a coolant.
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Additives

VP Madditive™ Power Boost         
16 oz per bottle          
S$ 28.00  S$ 29.96
before GST after GST

Restore the power your engine once had. Cleans fuel system and removes deposits 
from the combustion chamber. Reduces or eliminates knocking and pinging.

VP Madditive™ Diesel All-in-One Fuel Conditioner         
24 oz per bottle          
S$ 30.00 S$ 32.10
before GST after GST

Get more out of your diesel engine with Diesel All-In-One Fuel Conditioner. All-In-
One Fuel Conditioner cleans injectors and pumps, increases cetane, and replaces lost 
lubrication. Increases fuel mileage and reduce smoking.

Cetane Concentrate - An explosion of power. Increase cetane for off-road racing diesel 
applications. Cetanium cleans injectors and pumps and will increase your fuel mileage 
while it replaces lost lubrication.

VP Madditive™ Cetanium         
32 oz per bottle       
S$ 53.00 S$ 56.71
before GST after GST

VP’s New Octanium Unleaded increases octane up to 7 numbers and improves throttle 
response and acceleration. It cleans fuel injectors, eliminates gum and varnish 
build-up, and acts as a lead substitute. One bottle treats up to 10 gallons of gasoline, 
increasing octane by up to 70 points.

VP Madditive™ Octanium Unleaded         
32 oz per bottle       
S$ 50.00 S$ 53.50
before GST after GST
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Additives

Ethanol Protection Additive Stability for the long road ahead. Eliminates the problems 
caused by ethanol fuel while reducing heat and extending engine life. Fuel Stabilizer with 
Ethanol Shield protects your engine and prevents repairs.

VP Madditive™ Fuel Stabilizer with Ethanol Shield         
8 oz per bottle          
S$ 50.00  S$ 53.50
before GST after GST

VP Madditive™ Cool Down         
16 oz per bottle          
S$ 25.00  S$ 26.75
before GST after GST

Reduces cooling system operating temperatures by 20-50 degrees F. Works great in 
race cars, their towing vehicles, and long idling applications. Reduces coolant surface 
tension, allows better laminar coolant flow for better heat transfer. Lubricates without the 
crystallization of other coolant additives.

Clean your entire fuel system for up to 5000 miles. VP’s Fuel System Cleaner increases 
fuel mileage, restores performance, and virtually eliminates knocks and pings. The 
advanced formula reduces harmful emissions in all street and off-road uses. 16 ounces 
(473ml) treats up to 20 gallons (76 litres). Catalytic converter and O2 sensor friendly. 

VP Madditive™ Fuel System Cleaner         
16 oz per bottle          
S$ 28.00  S$ 29.96
before GST after GST

STAY FROSTY is a proprietary VP Racing Fuels coolant formulated for high-compression, 
high-heat racing engines. It contains a specialized blend of wetting agents that drastically 
improve coolant’s ability to transfer heat away from high temperature cylinder heads. 
Temperatures of engines are reduced by up to 100° F compared to conventional glycol-
based coolant. This increases the density of the air/fuel mix, and allows ignition timing 
to be safely advanced without the threat of detonation – resulting in more power and 
torque.

Stay Frosty Racing Coolant         
64 oz per bottle           
S$ 38.00 S$ 40.66
before GST after GST
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Additives

STREET LEGAL™ Synthetic Power Steering Fluid is a universal fluid designed for 
trusted performance and ultimate protection of power steering systems in most foreign 
and domestic passenger cars and light trucks. It is approved and compatible for top-off 
with all power steering fluids. 

VP Street Legal Power Steering Fluid – Synthetic Universal Formula        
355 ml per bottle           
S$ 10.00 S$ 10.70
before GST after GST

Extreme Service Oil Boost – Concentrated Formula is specially formulated for high-
mileage vehicles with 75,000 or more odometer miles, fleet vehicles used in service 
applications and vehicles operating under severe conditions. Its robust additive system 
contains special seal conditioners that recondition and improve O-rings, gaskets and 
seals to reduce engine leaks and oil consumption while special detergents minimize 
engine sludge and formation of performance-robbing deposits.

VP Extreme Service Oil Boost – Concentrated Formula         
355 ml per bottle           
S$ 12.00 S$ 12.84
before GST after GST

GRIP is the established UK-developed tyre softener, designed to produce outstanding 
traction in all forms of high-performance driving, from street to full race and using road 
or racing tyre compounds.

Grip Tyre Softener         
1 Litre per tin 
S$ 75.00 S$ 80.25
before GST after GST
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Lubricants

For use in auto and powersports, VP Racing Fuels’ 622 Racing Brake Fluid is formulated 
for the demands of professional racing and the hard braking that comes with it. 622 
Racing Brake Fluid maintains stability under high temperatures.

VP Racing 622 Racing Brake Fluid 
500 ml per bottle        
S$ 35.00  S$ 37.45
before GST after GST
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Car Detailing

Environmentally friendly, safe, yet powerful all-purpose cleaner - Cleans everything from 
engines and wheels to leather and dash!

VP Power Clean      
502ml per bottle          
S$ 20.00  S$ 21.40
before GST after GST

Cleans, restores, and protects Leather, Vinyl & Plastic Molding surfaces, leaves no oily or 
slick residue, provides long-lasting protection.

VP Power Leather & Interior Detailer    
502ml per bottle          
S$ 25.00  S$ 26.75
before GST after GST

Takes less than 15 minutes to wax the whole car. No buffing required. No residues to 
remove. Lasts 4 to 5 months!

VP Power Wax    
502ml per bottle          
S$ 25.00  S$ 26.75 
before GST after GST
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VP Power Detailer & Gloss Enhancer™ provides unsurpassed slickness and gloss in one 
simple application. Simply spray and wipe all exterior automotive surfaces at the final 
step in your detailing process. 

VP Power Detailer & Gloss Enhancer™       
Packing: 502ml
S$ 20.00  S$ 21.40
before GST after GST

OUT OF STOCK
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Bestchem Fuel Handling Equipment

Size D Battery (For Battery Operated Pump)  
(For 2 pcs)

S$ 2.00 S$ 2.14 
before GST after GST

Battery Operated 
Pump with Auto-Stop 
& Buzzer DP-08-1EA                          
(Batteries not included)

S$ 40.00 S$ 42.80 
before GST after GST

Applicable liquids : Gasoline, 
kerosene, diesel, light oils, 
water & etc. Suitable for Go-
kart gasoline refilling, pesticide 
transfer application or aquarium 
water changing. 
NOTE: Use for liquids drummed in 
20L tins only.
Delivery volume : About 9 Litres/
minute (2.4 gallons/minute)
Pump up to about 4,000 Litres 
(1,056.7Gallons) with 2 “D” size 
batteries
Suction tube length : 385mm(15.2”)
Discharge tube length : 560mm 
(22.0”)

Battery Operated Pump 
with Nozzle Lever        
DEP-1504-3V             
(Batteries not included)

S$ 48.00 S$ 51.36 
before GST after GST

Applicable liquids: Gasoline, 
Diesel, DEF(AdBlue), Water, 
Kerosene, Antifreeze, Windshield 
washer fluid, Mild detergents, 
Agricultural chemicals, Light oils
Delivery volume: Approx. 9 litres 
per minute (2.4 gallon per minute)
Suction tube length: 466 mm 
(18.3”)
Discharge tube length: 1,000mm 
(39.4”)
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Manual Siphoning Pump 
S$ 5.00 S$ 5.35
before GST after GST

Battery Operated Pump 
DP-07EA
S$ 35.00 S$ 37.45 
before GST after GST

Applicable liquids : Gasoline, 
kerosene, diesel, light oils, 
water & etc. Suitable for Go-
kart gasoline refilling, pesticide 
transfer application or aquarium 
water changing. 
NOTE: Use for liquids drummed in 
20L tins only.
Delivery volume : About 10 Litres/
minute (2.6 gallons/minute)
Pump up to about 4,000 
litres(1,056.7gallons) with 2 “D” 
size batteries
Suction tube length : 385mm(15.2”)
Discharge tube length : 
605mm(23.8”)
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Suitable for gasoline, kerosene, 
diesel and race fuel.
NOTE: Use for liquids drummed 
in 20L tins only.
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Bestchem Fuel Handling Equipment

VP SureCan® is the most innovative gas can out there today! With the patented spill 
proof technology you will never have to bend over and tip your can or get gas on your 
hands ever again! The can features a rotating nozzle and thumb release trigger that 
allows the flow of the fuel to dispense from the bottom so you can let gravity do all the 
work! Other features include self ventilation, comfortable grip, and durable design.

VP SureCan®        2.2 Gallon 
S$98.00  S$104.86  
before GST after GST

VP’s Motorsport Containers are made with only the highest quality virgin high-density 
polyethylene, including 30% more material than standard containers to withstand the 
roughest treatment. The containers are subjected to a 15-point quality test and carry a 
3-year limited warranty against cracks, leaks or splitting. They feature an ergonomically 
contoured handle, bottom grip for easy pouring and a non-breakable multipurpose cap 
with rubber gaskets.

VP Motorsport Container (Square/Round)        5 Gallon         
S$80.00  S$85.60  
before GST after GST

MOTORSPORTSMAN® CONTAINERS VP’s 3-GL Motorsportsman Containers are made 
with only the highest quality virgin high-density polyethylene, including 30% more 
material than standard containers to withstand the roughest treatment. The containers 
are subjected to a 15-point quality test and carry a 3-year limited warranty against 
cracks, leaks or splitting. They feature an ergonomically contoured handle, bottom grip 
for easy pouring and a non-breakable multipurpose cap with rubber gaskets. Hose not 
included.

NOTE: The VP Motorsportsman’s Container is intended only for use as a rapid refueling 
device for racing vehicles used in professional off road and closed course competition 
racing events. It is NOT a portable fuel container as described by ASTM, EPA, ARB or 
other state or federal agencies. Intended for racing fuel only; not to be used for street 
legal fuels.

VP Motorsportsman’s Container        3 Gallon         
S$70.00  S$74.90  
before GST after GST

VP SureCan® is the most innovative gas can out there today! With the patented spill 
proof technology you will never have to bend over and tip your can or get gas on your 
hands ever again! The can features a rotating nozzle and thumb release trigger that 
allows the flow of the fuel to dispense from the bottom so you can let gravity do all the 
work! Other features include self ventilation, comfortable grip, and durable design.

VP SureCan®        5 Gallon 
S$108.00  S$115.56  
before GST after GST
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Best Chemical Co (S) Pte Ltd
60 Senoko Road, Singapore 758124
Tel: (65) 6755 2400 Fax: (65) 6752 8809 
enquiry@best-chemical.com
www.best-chemical.com
eshop-best-chemical.com


